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2 $9.99000744285220 HOSTA Patriot 1G                                            
Part shade to shade. Tall mound of large,
variegated, oval, basal leaves (to 7" long) which
have deep green centers and wide irregular
white margins. 12-20"t. Zones 3-8.

5 $16.99014949341698 HOSTA Frosty Ribbons #1                            
Sun-Full shade, New!, green and creamy white
variegated foliage w/ dainty pale lavender
flowers, 18-24"x24-36", Z4-8

6 $16.99014949392171 HOSTA Paradigm #1                                    Part
shade to full shade perennial. Beautiful gold
leaves with blue-green margins. Light lavender
flowers appear on tall stalks in midsummer. 20"t
x 26"w. Zones 3-9.

2 $16.99014949415313 HOSTA Ginko Craig #1                                    
Part to full shade, low, dense mound of narrow
medium green leaves edged in white, orchid like
purple striped flwrs on 18" scapes, 10"x18", Z3

2 $8.9945351001GGW18 HOSTA Guacamole 1G                                  
Full shade to part shade perennial. Big, beefy
foliage, green edge light gold center. Produces
large, light lavender to white flowers on tall stalks
early August. 28-32"t x 42-48"w Hardy to Zone 3.

1 $11.9945386051GGW18 HOSTA Sum and Substance 1G                          
Part shade. Mounds 6' across with deeply
veined, chartreuse leaves measuring 9"W x
20"L, rarely bothered by slugs or snails, 2004
Hosta of the Year Z3-9

1 $11.994538770GW15 HOSTA Sweet Innocence 2QT                            
    Part shade to shade. Heart shaped leaves are
apple green in color with wide creamy margin.
Nice substance. Fragrant near white leaves.
15-22"t. z3-9

30 $16.994538985300GW23 HOSTA Curly Fries 300                                      
Part shade to shade. Best in part shade for
chartreuse narrow, rippled foliage. Irresistable
small hosta with purple flowers. 6"t x 16"w. z3-9

9 $14.99724529202928 HOSTA sieb. Elegans #1                         Tall
blue-green leaves with a white blossoms in July
and August. Prefers full shade and moist
well-drained soil. Zone 3-8

1 $13.99724529263592 HOSTA Big Daddy #1                                      
Full shade to part shade perennial.  Produces
chalky-blue leaves that are rounded, cupped and
puckered at maturity with a compact growth
habit. 28"t x 24"w. Zones 3-8.

3 $12.99724529268191 HOSTA Paul's Glory #1                                
Clump-forming perennial produces dark forest
green leaves with a gold center in spring. White
flowers in summer. Partial shade. 25" tall. Zone
3
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1 $16.99724529513451 HOSTA Empress Wu #1                                      
            PW Shadowland Coll. Part shade/shade.
Huge deeply veined leaves with good
sumstance. Strong upright habit. Pale reddish
violet flowers. 3-4'tx5-6'w.z3-9

4 $19.99724529564071 Hosta Autumn Frost #1                                    
PW Shadowland®Series. Part shade/shade.
Showy frosty blue leaves with extra wide, bright
yellow margins that lighten to creamy white. Light
lav. flowrs. 12-16"tx24"w.z3-9

1 $11.99724529665464+18 HOSTA Stirfry #1                                            
Part sun, deeply cupped, puckered glossy green
foliage with a slight twist to the leaf tip,
15-18"x30-36", Z3-8

11 $21.99724529688036 Hosta Dancing Queen 8"                                      
   Part shade/shade. Exceptionally large yellow
hosta with prominent piecrust edge to leaves.
Pale lavender flowers. 18"tx30"w. z3-9

10 $19.99724529689545 HOSTA Stained Glass 8"                               Part
shade/shade. Brilliant gold leaves with dark
green margins. Large fragrant flowers. Attracts
butterflies. Exhibits some sun tolerance. 15"t x
48"w. z 3-9

4 $12.99724529711420 HOSTA Royal Crest #1                              
sun/shade, medium green shiny leaves of
heavier substance and great fragrance, large
white flowers late summer, can tolerate some
sun, 28"x50", Z3-9

3 $14.99724529730964 HOSTA Lakeside Paisley Print #1                      
Part to full shade, heart shaped leaves w/ very
wide, wavy green margins, narrow creamy
center markings create feathery pattern,
10"x20", Z3-9

2 $22.99732726007093 HOSTA Patriot #2                                      Part
shade to shade. Tall mound of large, variegated,
oval, basal leaves (to 7" long) which have deep
green centers and wide irregular white margins.
12-20"t. Zones 3-8.

10 $22.99732726007147 Hosta Francee #2                                        
Mounds of blue-green, heart-shaped leaves
have narrow yellow margins that change to a
crisp white. Partial shade is best. Mounds to 22"
tall. Cold hardy to zone 4.

11 $14.99732726051690 HOSTA Patriot #1                                            
Shade perennial. 12-20" tall mound of large,
variegated, oval, basal leaves (to 7" long) which
have deep green centers and wide irregular
white margins. Zones 3-8.

2 $16.99732726051768 HOSTA Frances Williams #2                                
Part shade to shade. Giant blue green leaves
with wide chartreuse to yellow margin.
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Corrugated leaves are slug resistant. 30 inch
flower scapes. Blooms white. 22"tx48"w. z3-9

1 $22.99732726051805 HOSTA fort. Minuteman #2                    
Stunning white and green variegated foliage with
lavender lily-like flowers. Grows 20-22" tall.
Blooms in summer. Zone 3-8

5 $22.99732726065796 HOSTA Big Daddy #2                                      
Full shade to part shade perennial.  Produces
chalky-blue leaves that are rounded, cupped and
puckered at maturity with a compact growth
habit. 28"t x 24"w. Zones 3-8.

10 $21.99732726065819 Hosta Guacamole #2                                    Part
sun/shade Big, beefy foliage, green edge light
gold center, big, light lavender to white flowers
on tall stalks early August 28-32"tx42-48"w Z3

1 $22.99732726080942 HOSTA Earth Angel #2                                  
Part shade full shade. 2009 Hosta of the Year.  
A superb giant sized hosta with very large, heart
shaped blue-green leaves and wide, creamy
white margins.  30" tall. Zone 3-9

14 $17.99732726082021 Hosta Autumn Frost#1                                    
PW Shadowland®Series. Part shade/shade.
Showy frosty blue leaves with extra wide, bright
yellow margins that lighten to creamy white. Light
lav. flowrs. 12-16"tx24"w.z3-9

25 $24.99732726082243 HOSTA Empress Wu #2                                      
PW Shadowland Coll. Part shade/shade. Huge
deeply veined leaves with good sumstance.
Strong upright habit. Pale reddish violet flowers.
3-4'tx5-6'w.z3-9

29 $24.99732726086661 HOSTA Coast to Coast #2                                  
      PW. Shadowland®  Part shade/shade, bright
yellow puckered leaves, color becomes brighter
in morning sun,pale purple flowers, 30"x36", Z3a

26 $24.99732726088917+ HOSTA Shadowland Diamond Lake #2          
Part to full shade, large heart shaped (can get to
be 9"W x 11"L) , thick & heavily corrugated blue
leaves with wavy margins 17"Hx45"W, Z3-9

19 $24.99732726090064 Hosta Wu La La #2                                         PW
Shadowland Coll. Part shade/shade. Large
variegated hosta that bears blue green leaves
edged with an apple green margin. Nice
substance.  Violet flowers in mid summer.
3-4'tx5-6'w. z3-9

17 $24.99732726090316 HOSTA Hudson Bay #2                                 PW
Shadowland Coll. Part shade to shade. Wide,
bright blue margins and apple green jettings
contrast nicely with the creamy white center.
Near white flowers. 24"t x 24"w. Zones 3-9.

5 $11.99732726093317 Hosta Maui Buttercups #1                                    
       Part shade/shade. Small hosta with
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corrugated yellow leaves. Good slug resistance.
Near white flowers. 10"tx14"w.z 3-9

20 $24.99732726093393 Hosta Hope Springs Eternal #2                            
      PW. Shadowland®Series. NEW! Part
shade/shade. Ruffled, heart shaped blues leaves
have crisp creamy white edges. Near white
flowers. 20-22"tx45-48"w. z3-9

24 $17.99732726093423 HOSTA Waterslide #1                                    
PW Shadowland Coll. Part to full shade. Blue,
wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance. Holds
color well into summer. Lavender blossoms on
17" scapes. 14"tx32"w. z3-9

3 $22.99732726093447 Hosta Golden Meadows #2                                  
      Part shade/shade. Corrugated, twisted blue
green leaves with bright gold centers that darken
over the season. White flowers. 18"tx36"w. z3-8

1 $22.99732726093461 HOSTA T Rex #2                                                  
       Shade to partial shade. Plants have large
green leaves with white flowers that bloom in
early summer. Giant sized hosta in terms of
height and spread! 30"t x 6'w. Zones 3-9.

2 $22.99732726097230 HOSTA Rainbow's End #2                           Part
shade to shade. Very thick, shiny, rubbery-like
dark green leaves. Bright yellow center becomes
white by summer. Large lavender flowers bloom
in late summer. 13"t x 20"w. Zones 3-8.

17 $11.99HBME2QGW23 HOSTA Blue Mouse Ears 2QT                          
Part to full shade. Dense, mound-like with small
(23/4"x2")heart shaped blue/green leaves.  6-7"  
Hated by slugs! Z 3-8

20 $21.99HGS+2GMNPNC23 HOSTA GOLD STANDARD 2G                        
Chartreuse variegation turns golden in summer.
Blooms in July. Grows to 24" tall. Zones 3-9

26 $22.99HLB300GW23 HOSTA Lipstick Blonde 300                          
shade/shade, but does require some sun for
color, Lance-shaped vibrant yellow leaves w/ red
stems, 12-15"x20", Z3-9

47 $14.99HOS-ADG-400GW23 HOSTA  Abiqua Drinking Gourd 1G                    
                   Part shade to shade perennial.
Uniquely cupped, deep blue-green leaves that
are heavily corrugated and slug resistant. White
flowers in early summer. 14-18"t x 24-30"w.
Zones 3-8.

15 $19.99HOS-AG1GWG22 Hosta Age of Gold 1G                                          
        Morning sun/filtered shade. Large  golden
yellow leaves with near white tubular blossoms.
25"tx 58"w. z3-9

1 $12.99HOS-AGM+1GWG22 HOSTA August Moon 1G                                    
        Part sun part shade. Large heart shaped
leaves of gold to chartreuse depending on sun
conditions. Tolerates full sun. Pale lavender
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blossoms. 20"t x 42"w. z 3-9
17 $12.99HOS-AM1GWG22 HOSTA August Moon 1G                                    

        Part sun part shade. Large heart shaped
leaves of gold to chartreuse depending on sun
conditions. Tolerates full sun. Pale lavender
blossoms. 20"t x 42"w. z 3-9

30 $19.99HOS-AMZ-400GW23 HOSTA Amazone 1G                                 part
shade/shade, deep green margins with bold
white centers, lavender flowers, 20"x26", Z3-9

48 $14.99HOS-BU-400GW23 HOSTA Blue Umbrellas 1G                        Part
shade to shade perennial. Large blue-green
leaves are beautifully textured, heavily ribbed but
not puckered. Leaf edges tend to curve
downward, like an umbrella. 30-36"t x 36-48"w.
Zones 3-8.

10 $24.99HOS-EW*2GPG23 HOSTA Empress Wu 2G                                      
            PW Shadowland Coll. Part shade/shade.
Huge deeply veined leaves with good
sumstance. Strong upright habit. Pale reddish
violet flowers. 3-4'tx5-6'w.z3-9

5 $22.99HOS-FR+2GMN23 Hosta Francee #2                                        
Mounds of blue-green, heart-shaped leaves
have narrow yellow margins that change to a
crisp white. Partial shade is best. Mounds to 22"
tall. Cold hardy to zone 4.

2 $18.99HOS-FRAN+2GMN23 Hosta Francee #2                                        
Mounds of blue-green, heart-shaped leaves
have narrow yellow margins that change to a
crisp white. Partial shade is best. Mounds to 22"
tall. Cold hardy to zone 4.

3 $9.99HOS-GC-1QTPNC23 HOSTA Ginko Craig 1QT                                  
Part to full shade, low, dense mound of narrow
medium green leaves edged in white, orchid like
purple striped flwrs on 18" scapes, 10"x18", Z3

2 $14.99HOS-GC300WG22 HOSTA Ginko Craig 300                                    
Part to full shade, low, dense mound of narrow
medium green leaves edged in white, orchid like
purple striped flwrs on 18" scapes, 10"x18", Z3

1 $15.99HOS-GS+1GWG23 HOSTA Gold Standard 1G                                  
           Part shade/shade. Chartreuse variegation
turns golden in summer. Blooms in July. Grows
to 24" tall. Zones 3-9

12 $15.99HOS-GS1GWG22 HOSTA Gold Standard 1G                                  
           Part shade/shade. Chartreuse variegation
turns golden in summer. Blooms in July. Grows
to 24" tall. Zones 3-9

50 $14.99HOS-GT-300GW23 HOSTA GOLDEN TIARA 300                              
              Part shade, shade.  Beautiful small
Hosta with gold leaf margins,  ideal for a shady
area as a ground cover, a border plant or in patio
pots. 15"t .z3-9.
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2 $18.99HOS-GUA2G+MN22 Hosta Guacamole #2                                    Part
sun/shade Big, beefy foliage, green edge light
gold center, big, light lavender to white flowers
on tall stalks early August 28-32"tx42-48"w Z3

5 $21.99HOS-GUAC+2GMN23 Hosta Guacamole #2                                    Part
sun/shade Big, beefy foliage, green edge light
gold center, big, light lavender to white flowers
on tall stalks early August 28-32"tx42-48"w Z3

30 $19.99HOS-IB-1GW24 HOSTA Island Breeze 1G                                
Part to full shade. Chartruese green leaves
edged with green margins. Dark lavender
blooms on reddish green scapes in summer.
Sport of Paradise Island Hosta. 12"tx18"w. z3-9

10 $21.99HOS-LBB-400GW23 Hosta Lakeside Banana Bay 1G                      
Part sun/shade. Round shiny broad leaves with
canary yellow centers and apple green edges.
Leaves are slightly folded. Slug resist.
White/lavender blossoms. 10"tx8-12"w.z 3-9

32 $15.99HOS-LSBB-300GW23 Hosta Lakeside Banana Bay 300                      
Part sun/shade. Round shiny broad leaves with
canary yellow centers and apple green edges.
Leaves are slightly folded. Slug resist.
White/lavender blossoms. 10"tx8-12"w.z 3-9

25 $19.99HOS-LTA-300GW23 Hosta Let's Twist Again 300                                
Shade/part shade. Green leaves with creamy
white margin that are so wavy they often appear
twisted. 12"t x 20"w. z3-9

11 $24.99HOS-LTA-400GW23 Hosta Let's Twist Again 1G                                
Shade/part shade. Green leaves with creamy
white margin that are so wavy they often appear
twisted. 12"t x 20"w. z3-9

1 $22.99HOS-MM+2GMN22 HOSTA fort. Minuteman #2                    
Stunning white and green variegated foliage with
lavender lily-like flowers. Grows 20-22" tall.
Blooms in summer. Zone 3-8

3 $16.99HOS-PAR+300MON23 HOSTA Paradigm #1                                    Part
shade to full shade perennial. Beautiful gold
leaves with blue-green margins. Light lavender
flowers appear on tall stalks in midsummer. 20"t
x 26"w. Zones 3-9.

1 $22.99HOS-PAT+2GMN23 HOSTA Patriot #2                                      Part
shade to shade. Tall mound of large, variegated,
oval, basal leaves (to 7" long) which have deep
green centers and wide irregular white margins.
12-20"t. Zones 3-8.

1 $24.99HOS-PP+8"PC23 HOSTA Lakeside Paisley Print 8"                      
Part to full shade, heart shaped leaves w/ very
wide, wavy green margins, narrow creamy
center markings create feathery pattern,
10"x20", Z3-9

5 $12.99HOS-RC+300PC22 HOSTA Royal Crest 300                              
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sun/shade, medium green shiny leaves of
heavier substance and great fragrance, large
white flowers late summer, can tolerate some
sun, 28"x50", Z3-9

5 $14.99HOS-RE1GWG22 HOSTA Rainbow's End 1G                           Part
shade to shade. Very thick, shiny, rubbery-like
dark green leaves. Bright yellow center becomes
white by summer. Large lavender flowers bloom
in late summer. 13"t x 20"w. Zones 3-8.

24 $11.99HOS-RE300WG22 HOSTA Rainbow's End 300                           Part
shade to shade. Very thick, shiny, rubbery-like
dark green leaves. Bright yellow center becomes
white by summer. Large lavender flowers bloom
in late summer. 13"t x 20"w. Zones 3-8.

22 $13.99HOS-RFS-300GW23 HOSTA Rainforest Sunrise 300                    Full
shade to filtered sun, leaves emerge solid light
green then quickly develope dramatic dark green
borders & radiant gold center, pale lavender
flowers, 8"x16", Z3-9

9 $18.99HOS-RFSR-400GW23 HOSTA Rainforest Sunrise 1G                      Full
shade to filtered sun, leaves emerge solid light
green then quickly develope dramatic dark green
borders & radiant gold center, pale lavender
flowers, 8"x16", Z3-9

9 $11.99HOS-RS-1GGW22 HOSTA Rainforest Sunrise 1G                      Full
shade to filtered sun, leaves emerge solid light
green then quickly develope dramatic dark green
borders & radiant gold center, pale lavender
flowers, 8"x16", Z3-9

25 $19.99HOS-RVP-400GW23 HOSTA Reversed Patriot 1G                                
   Part shade. Dark green margins surround near
pure white centers.22"tx30"w. z3-9

16 $19.99HOS-SED1GWG22 Hosta Seducer 1G                                      PW
Shadowland Coll. Large dark green leaves with a
slightly ruffled gold margin with a trace of white
between center and edge of leaf. Near white
tubular flowers. 26"tx36"w. z3-9

24 $21.99HOS-SM-1GWG24 Hosta Sun Mouse 1G                                    Part
shade/shade. Miniature host with brilliant yellow
leaves that keeps color well into summer.A little
morning sun or filtered shade is best to hold
color. Lavender blossom. 6"tx12"w. z3-9

20 $21.99HOS-SP-1GWG23 Hosta Spartacus 1G                                            
         Part sun/Part shade. Large deeply veined
green leaves with a wavy gold border. White
blossoms. 20-22"tx44-48"w. z3-9

1 $15.99HOS-SS*1GPC22 HOSTA Sum and Substance 1G                          
   Part shade. Mounds 6' across with deeply
veined, chartreuse leaves measuring 9"W x
20"L, rarely bothered by slugs or snails, 2004
Hosta of the Year Z3-9
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1 $9.99HOS-SSG-1QTPNC23 HOSTA Sunset Grooves 1QT                              
    Part shade. Round, puckered, thick yellow
leaves with a wide dark green margin. Near
white flowers. 12-16"t x 24"w. z3-9

3 $9.99HOS-ST+1GPE22 HOSTA Royal Standard 1G                              
full sun to full shade, large mound of shiny green
leaves, slightly wavy, fragrant sweetly scented
white flowers on 35-40" scapes, 26"x63", Z3

7 $19.99HOS-TAM+2GPG22 HOSTA Tambourine 2G                                    
Full to part shade. Heart shaped glossy,
grey-green leaves w/ creamy-white margin &
wavy edges, purple flwrs, 15-20"H x 40-48"W,
Z3-8,

50 $14.99HOS-WF-300GW24 Hosta White Feather 300                                      
      Morning sun afternoon shade. Leaves
emerge almost pure white with hint of green in
the veins darkening to a green cream blend as
plant matures. 8"t x20"w. z 3-9

47 $13.99HOS-WWC-400GW23 HOSTA Warwick Comet 1G                          
Part shade/shade, Unique w/ contrasting spoon
shaped leaves, extremely cupped and
corrugated, dark green w/ gold center 18"x30",
Z3-9

3 $15.99HOSAM#2+MN20 HOSTA fort. Aureo-marginata #2                    
Full sun/part shade, dense mound of broad heart
shaped leaves w/ irregular golden yellow
margins, 12-18"x18-24", Z3-9

6 $12.99HOSAM1GWG21 HOSTA August Moon 1G                                    
        Part sun part shade. Large heart shaped
leaves of gold to chartreuse depending on sun
conditions. Tolerates full sun. Pale lavender
blossoms. 20"t x 42"w. z 3-9

7 $19.99HOSAOG1GWG21 Hosta Age of Gold 1G                                          
        Morning sun/filtered shade. Large  golden
yellow leaves with near white tubular blossoms.
25"tx 58"w. z3-9

3 $14.99HOSBA1GWG19 HOSTA Blue Angel 1G                                    
Shade to partial shade perennial. Produces
enormous blue leaves with light lavender flowers
on tall stalks. Each leaf can be 18"wide. Slug
resistant. 36"t x 36-48"w. Zones 3-9

31 $21.99HOSBBOY300NB23 HOSTA BEACH BOY 300                       Part
shade/full shade- Cup shaped leaves with yellow
center fading to near white, blue green margin
and thick slug resistant leaves. 12-15"H X
24"W-ZONE 3 to 9

25 $17.99HOSBP1GGW23 HOSTA Bulletproof 1G                            
Morning sun/shade, extremely thick/rubbery blue
leaves that holds it's blue color all season long,
fragrqant lavender flwrs mid summer, slug resis,
13"hx20"w Z3-9
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3 $19.99HOSEW#1PG22 HOSTA Empress Wu #1                                      
            PW Shadowland Coll. Part shade/shade.
Huge deeply veined leaves with good
sumstance. Strong upright habit. Pale reddish
violet flowers. 3-4'tx5-6'w.z3-9

3 $13.99HOSFL1GCG22 Hosta Firn Line 1G                             Part sun,
shade. Heart shaped blue leaves with wide white
margin. 8-10"t. z3-9

1 $12.99HOSFL300NB19 Hosta Firn Line 300                              Part sun,
shade. Heart shaped blue leaves with wide white
margin. 8-10"t. z3-9

23 $13.99HOSFM300GW23 HOSTA Funny Mouse 300                            Part
shade/shade, blue-green leaves w/ white
margins that turn cream. Lavender flowers,
8"x8-10" Z3-9

10 $11.99HOSFR+1GCG21 HOSTA Francee 1G                                        
Partial shade is best. Mounds of blue-green,
heart-shaped leaves have narrow yellow margins
that change to a crisp white. Up to 22" tall. Cold
hardy to zone 4.

6 $11.99HOSFR1GCG21 HOSTA Francee 1G                                        
Partial shade is best. Mounds of blue-green,
heart-shaped leaves have narrow yellow margins
that change to a crisp white. Up to 22" tall. Cold
hardy to zone 4.

2 $13.95HOSGA+!GPC20 HOSTA Great Arrival 8"                                      
Part shade/shade. Creamy white to gold margins
edge blue green leaf. Grows to 26". Adapts well
to dry or moist conditions. Zone 3-7

1 $19.99HOSGAUC1GWG21 HOSTA Guacamole 1G                                  
Full shade to part shade perennial. Big, beefy
foliage, green edge light gold center. Produces
large, light lavender to white flowers on tall stalks
early August. 28-32"t x 42-48"w Hardy to Zone 3.

7 $15.99HOSGC300WG21 HOSTA Ginko Craig 300                                    
Part to full shade, low, dense mound of narrow
medium green leaves edged in white, orchid like
purple striped flwrs on 18" scapes, 10"x18", Z3

23 $23.99HOSGLADRGS300NB23 HOSTA GLAD RAGS 300                                    
    Part shade/Shade -Heart shaped cuped
leaves with bold yellow margin that are extremely
corrugated. 16"T X 24"W Zones 4 - 9

3 $15.99HOSGS1GWG21 HOSTA Gold Standard 1G                                  
           Part shade/shade. Chartreuse variegation
turns golden in summer. Blooms in July. Grows
to 24" tall. Zones 3-9

6 $19.99HOSHAL1GWG21 HOSTA Halcyon 1G                                      
Shade perennial. Heart-shaped leaves combine
rich blues with soft greens along the tips.
Retains its color longer than most other Hosta
cultivars of this color. 18-24"t x 30-36"w. Zones
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3-8.
1 $11.99HOSHD+1GCG20 HOSTA x Happy Dayz 1G                                

Part sun/shade, sport of "Orange Marmalade",
wider more blue green margins, yellow center
lightens as season progresses, 18"x24" z3-9

8 $16.99HOSHW#1PG22 Hosta Humpback Whale #1                                  
             Shade to part shade. Massive blue
green hosta with large, corrugated, heart shaped
leaves. Bluest in spring. Near white flowers.
4'tx7'w. z3-9

7 $18.99HOSHW#1PG23 Hosta Humpback Whale #1                                  
             Shade to part shade. Massive blue
green hosta with large, corrugated, heart shaped
leaves. Bluest in spring. Near white flowers.
4'tx7'w. z3-9

4 $14.99HOSIB+1GCG20 HOSTA Island Breeze 1G                              Part
to full shade. Chartruese green leaves edged
with green margins. Dark lavender blooms on
reddish green scapes in summer. Sport of
Paradise Island Hosta. 12"tx18"w. z3-9

5 $16.99HOSIZ#1PG22 HOSTA Island Breeze #1                                
Part to full shade. Chartruese green leaves
edged with green margins. Dark lavender
blooms on reddish green scapes in summer.
Sport of Paradise Island Hosta. 12"tx18"w. z3-9

25 $17.99HOSJP300GW23 HOSTA Jurassic Park 300                              
Part sun to full shade. Massive hosta with very
large green leaves forming a huge clump. Pale
lavender flowers bloom in summer. 72"t x 48"w.
Zones 2-8.

2 $12.99HOSJR+1GWG20 Hosta Joy Ride 1G                                      Part
shade/shade. Mound of blue green wavey leaves
accented with upright folded edges. Light
lavender flowers. 16"tx36"w. z3-9

12 $16.99HOSKDPJRPG23 HOSTA Komodo Dragon #1                         part
to full shade, giant hosta, 7 ft wide!!, large, dark
green leaves with rippled margins, light lavender,
tubular flower spikes, 30"Hx7 ft wide, Z3-9

4 $11.99HOSKR1GWG20 HOSTA Krossa Regal 1G                              
Part Shade, shade. Slug resistant, frosty
blue-green leaves with a graceful, vase like
habit. Lavender blossoms. 28-36"t. z 3-9

3 $14.99HOSLBB300GW20 Hosta Banana Bay 300                       Part
sun/shade. Round shiny broad leaves with
canary yellow centers and apple green edges.
Leaves are slightly folded. Slug resist.
White/lavender blossoms. 10"tx8-12"w.z 3-9

4 $16.99HOSLI#1PG22 HOSTA Liberty #1                                            
Shade to partial shade perennial. Medium sized
hosta with dark green leaves and wide yellow
margins. Lavender flowers in mid summer. 24"t
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x 30"w. Zones 3-9.
3 $14.99HOSNEP+1G2G HOSTA Neptune 1G                                      

Part sun to shade. Unique hosta with narrow
wedge shaped leaves that are a wonderful
shade of blue. Heavily rippled foliage holds its
blue color through the summer. 24"t x 43"w.
Zones 3-9.

24 $13.99HOSOR300GW23 HOSTA Orion's Belt 300                           Part
shade/shade, leaves emerge blue-green with
creamy yellow margin that turns white, pale
lavender flowers, 20"x45" Z3-9

1 $14.99HOSP+1GWG20 HOSTA Paradigm 1G                                      
Part shade to full shade perennial. Beautiful gold
leaves with blue-green margins. Light lavender
flowers appear on tall stalks in midsummer. 20"t
x 26"w. Zones 3-9.

24 $13.99HOSPAT1GNB23 HOSTA Patriot  1 Gal                                      
Part shade/shade. Tall mound of large,
variegated, oval, basal leaves (to 7" long) which
have deep green centers and wide irregular
white margins. 12-20"t. Z 3-8

4 $12.99HOSRA#1PG22 HOSTA Rainforest Sunrise #1                       Full
shade to filtered sun, leaves emerge solid light
green then quickly develope dramatic dark green
borders & radiant gold center, pale lavender
flowers, 8"x16", Z3-9

3 $14.99HOSSE1GWG21 HOSTA sieb. Elegans 1G                            
Shade, part shade. Tall blue-green leaves with a
white blossoms in July and August. Prefers
moist well-drained soil. 20"tx40"w. Zone 3-8

15 $19.99HOSSED1GWG21 Hosta Seducer 1G                                      PW
Shadowland Coll. Large dark green leaves with a
slightly ruffled gold margin with a trace of white
between center and edge of leaf. Near white
tubular flowers. 26"tx36"w. z3-9

25 $21.99HOSSLDL+1GCG23 HOSTA Shadowland Diamond Lake 1G          
Part to full shade, large heart shaped (can get to
be 9"W x 11"L) , thick & heavily corrugated blue
leaves with wavy margins 17"Hx45"W, Z3-9

15 $21.99HOSSLWH1GCG23 HOSTA Shadowland Wheee! 1G                        
                   PW Shadowland Coll. Part to full
shade. Delightfully ruffled green leaves with
cream colored margins.Nice substance.
Lavender blossoms on 24" scape. Slug res.
11-18"tx28-3"w. z3-9

1 $19.99HOSSUP2GPG22 HOSTA Sunset Grooves 2G                                
     Part shade. Round, puckered, thick yellow
leaves with a wide dark green margin. Near
white flowers. 12-16"t x 24"w. z3-9

8 $14.99HOSWIT+1GWG20 Hosta Wrinkle in Time 1G                                    
   Shade to part shade. Showy, wavy margins of
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creamy white to white with dark green centers.
Lavender blossoms. 9"t x 29"w. z 3-9

9 $9.99HRS*1GPE19 HOSTA Royal Standard 1G                              
full sun to full shade, large mound of shiny green
leaves, slightly wavy, fragrant sweetly scented
white flowers on 35-40" scapes, 26"x63", Z3

15 $13.99HSG1GGW23 HOSTA Sunset Grooves 1G                          
Part shade. Round, puckered, thick yellow
leaves with a wide dark green margin. 12"t x
24"w. z3-9

5 $21.99HSNS2GJSF23 HOSTA Sum and Substance 2G                          
Part shade. Mounds 6' across with deeply
veined, chartreuse leaves measuring 9"W x
20"L, rarely bothered by slugs or snails, 2004
Hosta of the Year Z3-9

11 $13.99HTM1GGW23 HOSTA Tootie Mae 1G                                  Part
shade/shade. Heavily corrugated, round blue
leaves with wide yellow margin. Near white
flowers. 16-18"tx36-40"w. z3-9

18 $13.99HWC1GGW23 HOSTA Warwick Comet 1G                            
shade/shade, Unique w/ contrasting spoon
shaped leaves, extremely cupped and
corrugated, dark green w/ gold center 16"x30",
Z3-9
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